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About This Game

Big Fish Editor's Choice! This title was chosen for its high standard of quality and amazingly positive reviews from our Game
Club beta testers.

Mariaglorum, the makers of the Mystery of the Ancient series, invite you to take on another case as the top detective for the
League of Light!

When a fellow agent goes missing near the mountain town of Stoneville, you are sent by the League of Light to find her. But
you quickly realize this is no ordinary town... Strange rock formations appear out of nowhere, and objects in your hands turn to

stone before your very eyes! The village has been cut off from the world for years with no explanation. Why did the
townspeople isolate themselves? What terrible secret were they hiding? You'll need to find out if you want to rescue your fellow

agent and escape Stoneville alive in this exciting Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game!

See what our Beta testers had to say:

“I absolutely loved this game and would not change a thing. Beautiful visual effects, music and voices were excellent, the story line
was amazing, and the HOPS and mini games were challenging but well explained.” - Cynthia, Beta Tester

“I was hooked from the very beginning and so sad when the trial ended. The puzzles/HOP were challenging but not so difficult that
I was frustrated. The graphics were great and the audio was perfect.” - Jenna, Beta Tester
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Uncover the secrets of the mysterious mountain town of Stoneville!
Save the League of Light from the Shadow Guards in the bonus chapter

Collect hidden owls and League of Light character statues!
Earn achievements for superior game play!

Remember your journey with extras: music, art, wallpapers, and screensavers.
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10 bucks is a bit hefty (yay, sales!) for mere cosmetics but I feel I'll be keeping this particular ship in one form or another. Ad
screenshots above are accurate, just remember to redeem your key like you did for the actual game for your stuff to show up.
Shouldn't take more than a minute or two, game will recognise it even if it's running.

Probably won't work on the Imperial Eagle though.. \udb40\udc21. The 3rd screenshot has a
green\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665like plant complete with two leaf-balls and a green anatomically correct tip. This
is a subliminal message from the authors - this game sucks. Stay away, one of the few titles I would like erased from my Steam
list. It's non-functional and ugly.. This is a terrible game, NOTHING is explained, you just walk around doing
random♥♥♥♥♥♥with no idea where to go, some NPCs give you quests but the freeroaming is really abhorrent. I've seen way
better games made by RPGMaker.. Ascension is a good map.. I bought this as a PC adventure game so cannot comment on the
VR merits. As an adventure game , don't waste your money or time on this. To get anything done you have to solve a large
number of mind-numbingly simple puzzles. The same puzzles repeat throughout the game. A typical puzzle is: can't reach high
object; AI says you'll need to grow larger, push grow larger button.; touch object; push grow smaller button to continue on your
way. After a short while this becomes extremely boring but I gave it a fair play and got 20% through the game before I gave up
on it.. visually it looks nice, it reminded me of P.T. your in an apartment and by entering different rooms or leaving you
progress in the story.

Guess what the Jumpscares got me every single time, the atmosphere is on point, sometimes i would get stuck not knowing what
to do specially half way through it gets boring there.

The ending was disappointing, I wish it had a better ending and the game was a bit longer with sets outside the apartment and the
house.

But it's worth the buy and the experience, if you're curios about the game you can check my gameplay here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xc4ar1aDu8M. A really enjoyable game. So unique and well done in its field, I can only
hope for more games like it, and more games from the maker in the future.
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Witty British point-and-click misadventure featuring space mechanics, space pirates, space trains and space train drivers.

What more could you want?. This game is actually not that bad. Sadly, it’s obviously been abandoned by the developers. I
wouldn’t recommend it in its current state, no matter how cheap it goes on sale.

Shame on you devs - this game isn’t much older than a year and it’s already been orphaned.. greatest game ive ever played!
So fun for friends to play with. Entertaining, hard and addictive.

You can easily pass hours trying to get a better score in the different levels available.. Not that g of a g.

I'm aware it's <$1, but your time is better spent elsewhere.. I've always loved that game and I still love it, I'm glad it have been
made available on steam as my old CD wasn't compatible anymore with my new computer.
This is a great game to play while watching TV or else, especially since any special event message displayed will put the game
on pause so you don't have to stop it while leaving the screen for a few minutes.
The only thing is that with today's computer you have to slow down the game (via the in-game settings) or your citizens will be
running at near light-speed. But the good side of this is that if it's taking too long to your taste to complete a pyramid, you can
always put it at max speed again for a while.
Once slowed down so the citizens walk at a human rate the game might seems slow but I like this rythm, allowing you to enjoy
the spreading of city upgrades, check what the citizens in the street wants to talk about and adjust little things to improve your
city... This game is actually better(easier) with keyboard and mouse than a game controller. Great Game!
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